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What is the proper function of the intellect? Is it a help
or a hindrance to Sadhana?
Whether the intellect is a help or a hindrance depends upon the
person and upon the way in which it is used. There is a true
movement of the intellect and there is a wrong movement; one
helps, the other hinders. The intellect that believes too much in
its own importance and wants satisfaction for its own sake, is
an obstacle to the higher realisation.
But this is true not in any special sense or for the intellect
alone, but generally and of other faculties as well. For example,
people do not regard an all-engrossing satisfaction of the vital
desires or the animal appetites as a virtue; the moral sense is
accepted as a mentor to tell one the bounds that one may not
transgress. It is only in his intellectual activities that man thinks
he can do without any such mentor or censor!
Any part of the being that keeps to its proper place and
plays its appointed role is helpful; but directly it steps beyond
its sphere, it becomes twisted and perverted and therefore false.
A power has the right movement when it is set into activity for
the divine’s purpose; it has the wrong movement when it is set
into activity for its own satisfaction.
The intellect, in its true nature, is an instrument of expression and action. It is something like an intermediary between
the true knowledge, whose seat is in the higher regions above
the mind, and realisation here below. The intellect or, generally
speaking, the mind gives the form; the vital puts in the dynamism
and life-power; the material comes in last and embodies.
How is one to meet adverse forces — forces that are
invisible and yet quite living and tangible?
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A great deal depends upon the stage of development of your
consciousness. At the beginning, if you have no special occult
knowledge and power, the best you can do is to keep as quiet
and peaceful as possible. If the attack takes the form of adverse
suggestions try quietly to push them away, as you would some
material object. The quieter you are, the stronger you become.
The ﬁrm basis of all spiritual power is equanimity. You must not
allow anything to disturb your poise: you can then resist every
kind of attack. If, besides, you possess sufﬁcient discernment
and can see and catch the evil suggestions as they come to you,
it becomes all the more easy for you to push them away; but
sometimes they come unnoticed, and then it is more difﬁcult to
ﬁght them. When that happens, you must sit quiet and call down
peace and a deep inner quietness. Hold yourself ﬁrm and call
with conﬁdence and faith: if your aspiration is pure and steady,
you are sure to receive help.
Attacks from adverse forces are inevitable: you have to take
them as tests on your way and go courageously through the
ordeal. The struggle may be hard, but when you come out of
it, you have gained something, you have advanced a step. There
is even a necessity for the existence of the hostile forces. They
make your determination stronger, your aspiration clearer.
It is true, however, that they exist because you gave them
reason to exist. So long as there is something in you which
answers to them, their intervention is perfectly legitimate. If
nothing in you responded, if they had no hold upon any part of
your nature, they would retire and leave you. In any case, they
need not stop or hamper your spiritual progress.
The only way to fail in your battle with the hostile forces
is not to have a true conﬁdence in the divine help. Sincerity
in the aspiration always brings down the required succour. A
quiet call, a conviction that in this ascension towards the realisation you are never walking all alone and a faith that whenever
help is needed it is there, will lead you through, easily and
securely.
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Do these hostile forces generally come from outside or
inside?
If you think or feel that they come from inside, you have possibly
opened yourself to them and they have settled in you unnoticed.
The true nature of things is one of harmony; but there is a distortion in certain worlds that brings in perversion and hostility. If
you have a strong afﬁnity for these worlds of distortion, you can
become friends with the beings that are there and answer fully
to them. That happens, but it is not a very happy condition. The
consciousness is at once blinded and you cannot distinguish the
true from the false, you cannot even tell what is a lie and what
is not.
In any case, when an attack comes the wisest attitude is
to consider that it comes from outside and to say, “This is not
myself and I will have nothing to do with it.” You have to deal in
the same way with all lower impulses and desires and all doubts
and questionings in the mind. If you identify yourself with them,
the difﬁculty in ﬁghting them becomes all the greater; for then
you have the feeling that you are facing the never easy task of
overcoming your own nature. But once you are able to say, “No,
this is not myself, I will have nothing to do with it”, it becomes
much easier to disperse them.
Where can the line be drawn between the inside and the
outside?
The line is very ﬂexible; it can be as near to you and as far from
you as you will. You may take everything upon yourself and feel
it as a part and parcel of your real self; or you may throw it
away as you would a bit of hair or nail without being touched
at all.
There have been religions whose followers would not part
even with a bit of hair or nail, fearing that they would lose
thereby something of their personality. Those who are capable
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of extending the consciousness as wide as the world, become
the world; but those who are shut up in their little bodies and
limited feelings stop at those limits; their bodies and their petty
feelings are to them their whole self.
Can mere faith create all, conquer all?
Yes, but it must be an integral faith and it must be absolute. And
it must be of the right kind, not merely a force of mental thought
or will, but something more and deeper. The will put forth by
the mind sets up opposite reactions and creates a resistance. You
must have heard something of the method of Coué in healing
diseases. He knew some secret of this power and utilised it with
considerable effect; but he called it imagination and his method
gave the faith he called up too mental a form. Mental faith is not
sufﬁcient; it must be completed and enforced by a vital and even
a physical faith, a faith of the body. If you can create in yourself
an integral force of this kind in all your being, then nothing can
resist it; but you must reach down to the most subconscious,
you must ﬁx the faith in the very cells of the body. There is, for
instance, now abroad the beginning of a knowledge among the
scientists that death is not a necessity. But the whole of humanity
believes ﬁrmly in death; it is, one might say, a general human
suggestion based on a long unchanging experience. If this belief
could be cast out ﬁrst from the conscious mind, then from the
vital nature and the subconscious physical layers, death would
no longer be inevitable.
But it is not only in the mind of man that this idea of
death exists. The animal creation knew it before him.
Death as a fact has been attached to all life upon earth; but man
understands it in a different sense from the meaning Nature
originally put into it. In man and in the animals that are nearest
to his level, the necessity of death has taken a special form
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and signiﬁcance to their consciousness; but the subconscious
knowledge in this lower Nature which supports it is a feeling of
the necessity of renewal and change and transformation.
It was the conditions of matter upon earth that made death
indispensable. The whole sense of the evolution of matter has
been a growth from a ﬁrst state of unconsciousness to an increasing consciousness. And in this process of growth dissolution of
forms became an inevitable necessity, as things actually took
place. For a ﬁxed form was needed in order that the organised
individual consciousness might have a stable support. And yet
it is the ﬁxity of the form that made death inevitable. Matter
had to assume forms; individualisation and the concrete embodiment of life-forces or consciousness-forces were impossible
without it and without these there would have been lacking the
ﬁrst conditions of organised existence on the plane of matter.
But a deﬁnite and concrete formation contracts the tendency
to become at once rigid and hard and petriﬁed. The individual
form persisted as a too binding mould; it cannot follow the
movements of the forces; it cannot change in harmony with
the progressive change in the universal dynamism; it cannot
meet continually Nature’s demand or keep pace with her; it gets
out of the current. At a certain point of this growing disparity
and disharmony between the form and the force that presses
upon it, a complete dissolution of the form is unavoidable. A
new form must be created; a new harmony and parity made
possible. This is the true signiﬁcance of death and this is its use
in Nature. But if the form can become more quick and pliant
and the cells of the body can be awakened to change with the
changing consciousness, there would be no need of a drastic
dissolution, death would be no longer inevitable.
Someone has said that disasters and catastrophes in Nature, earthquake and deluge and the sinking of continents, are the consequence of a discordant and sinful
humanity and with the progress and development of the
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human race a corresponding change will come about in
physical Nature. How far is this true?
Perhaps the truth is rather that it is one and the same movement
of consciousness that expresses itself in a Nature ridden with
calamities and catastrophes and in a disharmonious humanity.
The two things are not cause and effect, but stand on the same
level. Above them there is a consciousness which is seeking for
manifestation and embodiment upon earth, and in its descent
towards matter it meets everywhere the same resistance, in man
and in physical Nature. All the disorder and disharmony that
we see upon earth is the result of this resistance. Calamity and
catastrophe, conﬂict and violence, obscurity and ignorance — all
ills come from the same source. Man is not the cause of external
Nature, nor external Nature the cause of man, but both depend
on the same one thing that is behind them and greater, and both
are part of a perpetual and progressive movement of the material
world to express it.
Now if there is awakened somewhere upon earth a receptivity and openness sufﬁcient to bring down in its purity something
of the Divine Consciousness, this descent and manifestation in
matter can change not only the inner life, but the material conditions also, the physical expression in man and Nature. This
descent does not depend for its possibility upon the condition of
humanity as a whole. If we had to wait for the mass of humanity
to reach a state of harmony, unity and aspiration, strong enough
to bring down the Light and change the material conditions and
the movement of Nature, there would be little hope. But there
is a possibility that an individual or a small group or limited
number may achieve the descent. It is not quantity or extension
that matters. One drop of the Divine Consciousness entering into
the consciousness of the earth could change everything here.
It is the mystery of the contact and fusion of the higher
and the lower planes of consciousness that is the great secret,
the hidden key. Always it has a transforming force; only here it
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would be on a larger scale and reach a higher degree. If there
is someone on earth who is capable of coming consciously into
contact with a plane that has not yet been manifested here and
if by rising into it in his consciousness he can make that plane
and the material meet and harmonise, then the great decisive
movement of Nature’s yet unrealised transformation can take
place. A new power will descend and change the conditions of
life upon earth.
Even as it is, every time that a great soul has come and
revealed some light of truth or brought down upon earth a new
force, the conditions on earth have changed, though not exactly
in the way that had been hoped and expected. For example, one
who has attained to a certain plane of knowledge and consciousness and spiritual experience, has come and said, “I am bringing
to you liberation” or “I am bringing to you peace.” Those who
were around him believed, perhaps, that he was bringing it in a
material way; when they found it was not as they thought, they
could not understand what he had done. What he brought was a
change in the consciousness, a peace of a kind unknown till then
or a capacity for liberation that was not there before. But these
movements belonged to the inner life and brought no tangible
external change in the world. Perhaps the intention to change
the world externally was not there; perhaps there was not the
necessary knowledge; but still something was effected by these
pioneers.
In spite of all adverse appearances, it may well be that earth
has been preparing for a certain realisation by steps and stages.
There has been a change in civilisation and a change in nature.
If it is not apparent, it is because we see from an external point
of view and because matter and its difﬁculties have never been
seriously or thoroughly dealt with up till now. Still internally
there has been a progress; in the inner consciousness there have
been descents of the Light. But as to any realisation in matter,
it is difﬁcult to say anything, because we do not exactly know
what might have happened there.
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There have been in the long past great and beautiful civilisations, perhaps as advanced materially as ours. Looked at from
a certain standpoint the most modern might seem to be only a
repetition of the most ancient cultures, and yet one cannot say
that there has been no progress anywhere. An inner progress at
least has been achieved and a greater readiness to respond to
the higher consciousness has been born into the material parts.
It has been necessary to do over and over again the same things,
because what was attempted was never sufﬁciently done; but
each time it has come nearer to being adequately done. When
we practise an exercise over and over again we seem to be only
repeating the same thing always, but still the accumulative result
is some effective change.
The mistake is to look at these things through the dimensions of the human consciousness, for so seen these deep and vast
movements seem inexplicable. It is dangerous to try to explain
or understand them with the limited mental intelligence. That is
the reason why philosophy has always failed to unveil the secret
of things; it is because it has tried to ﬁt the universe into the size
of the human mind.
How many of us remember former lives?
In all, in some part of our consciousness, there is a remembrance.
But this is a dangerous subject, because the human mind is too
fond of romance. As soon as it comes to know something of this
truth of rebirth, it wants to build up beautiful stories around it.
Many people would tell you wonderful tales of how the world
was built and how it will proceed in the future, how and where
you were born in the past and what you will be hereafter, the
lives you have lived and the lives you will still live. All this
has nothing to do with spiritual life. The true remembrance of
past births may indeed be part of an integral knowledge; but
it cannot be got by that way of imaginative fancies. If it is on
one side an objective knowledge, on the other it depends largely
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on personal and subjective experience, and here there is much
chance of invention, distortion or false building. To reach the
truth of these things, your experiencing consciousness must be
pure and limpid, free from any mental interference or any vital
interference, liberated from your personal notions and feelings
and from your mind’s habit of interpreting or explaining in its
own way. An experience of past lives may be true, but between
what you have seen and your mind’s explanation or construction
about it there is bound to be always a great gulf. It is only when
you can rise above human feelings and get back from your mind,
that you can reach the truth.
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